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Traditional genetic perturbations at the gene level

or ORF Mutagenesis



CRISPR-nuclease-based gene perturbation

Wang et.al, Annu. Rev. Biochem. 2016. 85:227–64.



CRISPR base and RNA editors



Multiplexed and megabase genetic “perturbations” 



Aneuploidy, an incorrect number of chromosomes, is the leading cause of 
miscarriages and mental retardation in humans and is a hallmark of cancer. 
... Immortalization, the acquisition of the ability to proliferate indefinitely, 
was also affected by the presence of an additional copy of certain 
chromosomes.

Down syndrome causes a mental handicap. It may be 
mild or severe. The average IQ of a young adult with 
Down syndrome is 50, equivalent to the mental age of an 
8- or 9-year-old child, but it truly depends on the person.

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_handicap
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/IQ


How about the chromosomal level manipulations?

Chromosomal set manipulations



Two ways of chromosome-wide manipulations in mammals

Removal of chromosomes

Silencing of trisomic chromosome



Two ways of chromosome-wide manipulations in mammals

Removal of chromosomes

Silencing of trisomic chromosome





Genome editing integrates XIST into chromosome 21 in trisomic iPS cells



Genome editing integrates XIST into chromosome 21 in trisomic iPS cells



XIST induces heterochromatin modifications and condensed chromosome 21 Barr body



XIST induces long-range silencing in targeted iPS cells



Genomic expression 
and methylation reveal 
widespread silencing
of chromosome 21



‘Trisomy correction’ affects cell proliferation and neurogenesis





Positive and negative selection of trisomic corrected cells



Validation of yield clones



The analysis of unsuccessful clones and total GVR frequency



Proliferation and Gene Expression of Trisomic and Disomic iPSCs



CRISPR mediated chromosome elimination 
unexpected off-targets two papers



CRISPR/Cas9-mediated Y chromosome elimination in mESCs



Elimination of the Y chromosome in zygotes by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing



Generation of mouse model with Turner syndrome by Y chromosome elimination



Elimination of mouse Y chromosome in zygotes with an sgRNA cocktail 



Generation of mouse model with Turner syndrome by X chromosome elimination



Elimination of human chromosome 14 in cells by CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gene editing







Thanks for your attention!
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